the central body usually undergoes division after germination. We have never observed multiple division of the central body in "normal" cysts, although this process occurs with great frequency in "giant" cysts. Pchon, Tchan, and Wang (Ann. Inst. Pasteur 74:182, 1948) observed that a few cells of A. vinelandii grown on glucose were transformed into large cyst-like bodies. They found these large bodies incapable of germination, clear in content, and not readily stainable. In contrast, we were able to demonstrate that the "giant" cysts were viable. "Normal" and "giant" cysts were suspended in chemical salts broth. Known numbers of cysts were spread on chemical salts-butanol-agar and incubated at 30 C. At given intervals, the plates were respread. Figure 7 demonstrates that the multiple units formed within the "giant" cysts are viable cells. The data show that more viable cells were released from each "giant" cyst than were released from individual "normal" cysts. Tchan, Birch-Andersen, and Jensen (Arch. Mikrobiol. 43:50, 1962) found "multiple cysts" formed within giant cells of A. chroococcum. They did not characterize these "multiple cysts," nor did they indicate prior formation of "giant" cysts. Our data indicate that the "giant" cells form "giant" cysts which in turn develop multiple bodies within the cyst prior to germination. These bodies are released from the cyst as individual units, and may then develop as normal cells. Several viable cells may be produced from one "giant" cyst.
The conditions that cause giant cyst formation and later multiple cell division within the intact cyst appear to be critical (L. E. Jackson, M.S. Thesis, Univ. of Texas, Austin, 1961) . Under special environmental conditions, the giant cysts of Azotobacter may serve as reproductive bodies. We believe that this encystment-germination cycle may be useful in studies of cellular regulatory mechanisms and how they are affected by growth media and other environmental conditions. 
